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When the civil war broke out in Syria in March 2011, there were some people who tended to
portray it as a continuation of the wave of revolutionary protests in the Arab world that
started from Tunisia and swept Egypt, Yemen, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia, but as the time
goes by, it becomes more and more evident that what’s happening in Syria is a foreign-
plotted conspiracy aimed at bringing down the government of President Bashar al-Assad,
not a popular movement nor a part of the Arab Spring.

As testified by several Western journalists who are currently reporting from Syria, including
the prominent French journalist Thierry Meyssan to whom I was talking a few weeks ago,
there’s no trace of a popular uprising against the national government in the ongoing unrest
in Syria. It’s simply one of the covert regime change projects of the United States, in which
several countries and role-players are taking part, including the Israeli regime.

Aside  from the  Al-Nusra  Front,  Al-Qaeda fighters,  the  Islamic  State  of  Iraq  and  the  Levant
warriors, Turkish, Qatari and Saudi Arabian terrorists and extremists who are pouring into
Syria  from the  Arab  and  European  countries  at  the  behest  of  the  United  States  and
contributing to the exacerbation of the crisis in Syria,  Israel  alone is playing the most
destructive role in the Arab country and has virtually become one of the main belligerents of
the civil war there.

It’s quite clear that unrest and violence in Syria would be in the best interests of Israel. Syria
has  long  been  a  pivotal  part  of  the  axis  of  resistance  against  Israel;  therefore,  the
destabilization of Syria means increased security on the Israeli borders and a giant step
toward to a military confrontation with Iran.

There is credible evidence showing that Israel, throughout the past three years, has been
closely  working with  Al-Qaeda bases  in  Syria,  providing the terrorist  cult  with  money,
training  and  arms  to  help  them  fight  the  government  of  President  Assad  and  the  Syrian
Army  forces.

According to German author and the director of nsnbc.me news website Christof Lehmann,
Israel provides direct military aid to Jabhat al-Nusrah, Liwa-al-Islam, and other Al-Qaeda
brigades currently stationed in Syria. Lehmann cites the Zionist daily Jerusalem Post as
acknowledging  that  Israel  has  established  a  field  hospital  in  the  Occupied  Golan  Heights
which provides medical and remedial services to the Jihadists and terrorists fighting in Syria.
Bibi Netanyahu has laughably described the hospital as the “true face of Israel” and a place
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where “the good in the world” are separated from “the evil in the world.” Perhaps he has
made such a lunatic remark because he wishfully believes every force that resists Israeli
oppression and occupation is an incarnation of evil in the world.

Just  recently,  an  Austrian  military  officer  working  with  the  United  Nations  Disengagement
Observer Force (UNDOF) in the Occupied Golan Heights who spoke to the media on the
condition of anonymity confirmed that Israel has provided large-scale logistical and military
support to the terrorists and rebels in different parts of Syria. The officer has confirmed that
there’s a joint operation room between armed terrorist gangs and Israel which has the
function to coordinate the delivery of assistance to the terrorists.

It’s even believed that the 21 August 2013 chemical attacks on the civilians of the Ghouta
district near Damascus in which around 1,500 people were killed was an Israeli scheme to
deceive the public around the world and make the Western powers believe that President
Assad had ordered the use of chemical weapons against the rebels and eventually lay the
groundwork  for  a  UNSC-sanctioned  military  strike  against  Syria  with  the  final  objective  of
overthrowing the Syrian government.

 It’s said that one day before the chemical attacks, the rebels and Al-Qaeda combatants had
massacred Syrian citizens in the Ghouta suburbs of the Markaz Rif Dimashq and recorded
videos of their killings and then uploaded the videos on the internet, pretending that the
citizens were killed in the chemical attacks perpetrated by the government; however, their
plan was carried out so frantically that they gave themselves up. It was then that the British
MP George Galloway suggested that the Israelis  provided the insurgents with chemical
weapons.

If there’s been any use of nerve gas, it’s the rebels that used it…If there has been use of“
chemical weapons, it was Al-Qaeda who used the chemical weapons”, said the Respect
.Party MP George Galloway

“Who gave Al-Qaeda the  chemical  weapons?  Here’s  my theory.  Israel  gave  them the
chemical weapons”, Galloway MP added.

Obviously,  Israel  will  be  making  a  great  achievement  if  it  succeeds  in  bringing  the
government of President Assad to its knees. Then it can realize its vicious plans for the
Middle East, including the plan of permanently annexing the Golan Heights, as the Foreign
Minister Avigdor Liberman has openly talked about. According to Liberman, the annexation
of Golan Heights, which were illegally occupied by Israel in 1967, is an issue which should be
resolved with the consent and agreement of Israel, the United States and the international
community! The other plans which Israel can take action to realize are the annexation of the
West Bank and parts of the Southern Lebanon which currently cannot turn into reality as a
result of the presence of an opposing force that is the disobedient government of Syria.

For a long time, the German textbooks were referring to what had come to be known as the
“Schiitischer Halbmond” (Shiite  Halfmoon) to describe the Shiite  populations that  were
experiencing a growth of dominance in the Middle East since early 2000s. However, when in
2004, King Abdullah II of Jordan used the term “Shiite Crescent” to refer to the perceived
threat  of  Iran’s  increasing  influence  in  the  Middle  East,  the  epithet  became  more  popular
and widely used.

The  Shiite  Crescent  is  notionally  consists  of  the  Shiite  populations  in  Bahrain,  Iran,
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Azerbaijan, Iraq, Lebanon and Syria. Although Shiites comprise only 10-15% of the Muslim
population of the world, the Shiite-dominant countries wield an influence and power which is
growing steadily, and since the political Shiite mindset fundamentally rejects Zionism and
Israeli  expansionism, Israel  finds it  the best  way to ensure its  security to fight against  the
members of this hypothetical Shiite Crescent or blackmail them the other way.

Although Iran has never been a threat to Israel despite the claims of its leaders to the
contrary, Tel Aviv considers defeating or at least damaging Iran one of its main foreign
policy missions, and conquering Syria that is Iran’s main ally and defender in the region
would pave the way for Israel to think about overpowering and overwhelming Iran. Iranian
military officials and statesmen have always clearly indicated that the peaceful nature of the
country means that Iran will never think of waging any wars or harming its neighbors or
other  countries,  but  at  the  same time they have strongly  maintained that  any Israeli
aggression against Iran will be the final nail in Israel’s coffin and would be equivalent to the
rainfall of Iranian rockets and missiles into the Israeli soil which will close the chapter of this
apartheid regime forever.

 

Now Israel, whose leaders have explicitly confessed to providing ammunitions, missiles and
other state-of-the-art weapons to the Syrian rebels and Al-Qaeda mercenaries, has found
itself in an inextricable battle over its shivering security. It should continue providing the
insurgents and mercenaries with dangerous weapons until President Assad is ousted from
power, or concede to another big failure in the Middle East after the 2006 Lebanon War (also
known as the 33-day War) and the Gaza War (Operation Cast Lead) and experience a
serious security decline.

 

What is clear is that Israel is a big accomplice in the atrocities that are taking place in Syria.
It’s playing a dirty role in the Arab country, but it doesn’t seem that it would be held
accountable  over  its  war  crimes,  like  the  past  66  years  that  it  has  been immune to
accountability  and  responsibility  before  the  international  community  by  virtue  of  its
“passionate attachment” with the United States.
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